We study the edge and surface theories of topological insulators from the perspective of anomalies and identify a novel Z2−anomaly associated with charge conservation. The anomaly is manifested through a 2-point correlation function involving creation and annihilation operators on two decoupled boundaries. Although charge conservation on each boundary requires this quantity to vanish, we find that it diverges. A corollary result is that under an insertion of a flux quantum the ground state evolves to an exactly orthogonal state independent of the rate at which the flux is inserted. The anomaly persists in the presence of disorder and imposes sharp restrictions on possible low energy theories. Being formulated in a many-body, field theoretical language, the anomaly allows to test the robustness of topological insulators to interactions in a concise way.
Topological insulators have attracted much attention in recent years due to their novel bulk and surface properties. The bulk of these materials is insulating and characterized by topological indices which measure certain twists in the band structure. The topological properties of the bulk imply, via the bulk-edge correspondence, that the surfaces of these materials are necessarily metallic and support gapless excitations. The theories that emerge on the d − 1 dimensional surfaces of a ddimensional topological insulator may be understood as "fractions" of the theories of "stand-alone" d − 1 dimensional systems [1, 2] . For example, the edge of an Integer Quantum Hall (IQHE) at filling factor one, arguably the simplest and most striking topological state of matter, may be thought of as half a spinless one-dimensional wire.
The surface theories of topological phases have several important properties, which are clearly demonstrated for the case of the IQHE. Although IQHE edges border between two insulating gapped phases, they appear to violate a conservation law of the entire system, namely charge conservation. Indeed the low energy theory of each edge is invariant under the U (1)−charge symmetry of the bulk. However, the application of an electric field parallel to the edges of a Hall bar leads to current flow across the bar. Consequently charges are exchanged between the edges and charge conservation, per-edge, is violated. This property is known as an anomaly and will occupy an important part of our discussion. In this case it is sometimes referred to as the Schwinger Anomaly [3] or a 1D−Chiral anomaly [4] .
While technically anomalies appear as a subtle cutoff scale effect, they are in fact present at all energy scales and have quite direct consequences [5] . For example the above Schwinger anomaly fixes the commutation relations between the density operators on the edge [6] to a quantized non-zero value, while naively one may think that density operators at different points on the edge commute. Ignoring the anomaly in this case, one may arrive at the wrong impression that the edge conductance vanishes, as if the edge was insulating, instead of being e 2 /h.
The identification of the anomaly associated with an edge or surface of a topological state is particularly easy for the case of IQHE, where charge conservation is being violated or for the spin Quantum Hall Effect (QSHE), where spin conservation is violated. Generalizations to other topological phases have been explored [7, 8] however no anomaly was found to be associated with Z 2 topological insulators (TI) in 2D or 3D. In this respect it is important to note an anomalous behavior, mathematically similar to the SU (2) global gauge anomaly [9] , associated with the O(2N )/O(N )×O(N )−symmetry of the disorder-averaged action in the replica formalism [10] . However, since the symmetry is not a gauge symmetry, this anomalous behavior does not imply a symmetryviolation or an inconsistency in the theory. Thus, it remained unclear whether any symmetry becomes anomalous in Z 2 topological insulators.
In this work we study topological insulators from the perspective of anomalies and identify a novel Z 2 -anomaly that is associated with charge conservation on the boundary. The anomaly unifies the various aspects of topological insulators in a concise way through a field theoretical language and allows us to calculate new topological properties of TIs. To formulate the problem we consider the quantum action of two decoupled boundary theories, corresponding to two distinct edges or surfaces of a TI, and consider the cut-off scale as a bulk gap. We then dynamically insert a flux quantum so that an electric field along the boundaries is generated. Although the two boundary theories remain formally decoupled, we find that certain quantities are exchanged via the anomaly. This is manifested in two ways. First, regardless of how adiabatically the flux insertion is carried out, the final state is always an excited states which is exactly orthogonal to the ground state. Second, even without any direct coupling between the edges, certain 2-point correlation functions involving creation and annihilation operators on different edges diverge rather than vanish.
We begin by reformulating some well known results of the IQHE, at filling factor 1, in a way that allows a generalization to TIs. Consider such an IQHE bar which is periodic in the x−direction and finite in the y−direction, i.e., an annulus. The topological nature of the bulk is manifested by two chiral edge states with opposite velocity which appear on the two disconnected edges. The basic Hamiltonian describing each edge is simply
where µ is the chemical potential and we allowed coupling to a gauge field (A x ). Below we study in detail the case where the edges are identical expect having opposite velocities. Generalizations follow readily from the topological nature of our results. The spectrum of H edge performs a spectral-flow as a function of flux (A x ) so that the states at A x = 0 are exactly those at A x = h/(eL) displaced by a single state, where L is the edge circumference. Thus as one inserts a flux quantum adiabatically, exactly one electron is transferred between the edges even though H edge , on each edge, has a U (1)-charge symmetry. The spectral flow therefore implies the aforementioned charge anomaly of the IQHE edge.
We find it convenient to introduce a formalism that treats both edges simultaneously, and express this anomaly as a 2D−chiral anomaly. To this end consider the action of both the edges following a multiplication ofψ by iσ x
where the σ−spinor is associated with the edge index, ψ, ψ are Grassman variables and α = 1(i) for Euclidean (real-time) action. For simplicity we choose A x to be independent of x. Furthermore it couples symmetrically to the edges since we do not allow time-dependent magnetic fields in the bulk. The action operator,Ŝ ch , acts in an extended Hilbert space which includes the extra edge index and the time coordinate. Notably the U (1) symmetry associated with charge difference between the edges is now reflected by the fact that {Ŝ ch , σ z } = 0, which we from now on refer to as the chiral symmetry. Chiral symmetries are often anomalous [3] and the former is no exception. Using Noether's procedure one finds that the chiral current is
where σ = (σ x , σ y ). A naive application of Noether's procedure will imply that the divergence of this current in space-time ∂ µ j ch,µ , with µ = x, τ , vanishes. This however is not necessarily the case in the presence of gauge-fields due to changes in the path integral measure [5, 11] . Instead one finds the following fundamental relation of the chiral anomaly [5, 12] ,
where F µν = ∂ t A x , A x is periodic, up to gauge transformations, between −∞ and ∞ (real-time) or −β/2 to β/2 (Euclidean-time). By Spectral f low we denote the integer number characterizing the displacement of the spectrum of H edge [A x (τ )] between τ = −∞ and τ = ∞. For example, Spectral f low = 1(−1) implies that when following an eigenvalue of H edge [A x (τ = −∞)] up to τ = ∞, one ends up with the upper (lower) consecutive eigenvalue of the initial one. Equation (5) clearly reflects the physics of the IQHE: The charge transferred between the edges is related, in a quantized fashion, to the flux inserted into the annulus. This relation is easy to generalize for the spin quantum Hall effect, in which the chiral charge current (4) is replaced by a chiral spin current. However, for a generic 2D TI there does not seem to be any local conservation law which is violated by an anomaly [7] .
Chiral anomalies are also accompanied by the appearance of action zero-modes which do generalize to TIs and have important physical consequences. The zero modes of the current model can be understood by viewingŜ ch as a Dirac Hamiltonian on a 2D torus (spanned by (x, τ )) with a uniform magnetic field. In this system a zero energy Landau level appears with a degeneracy equal to the number of magnetic monopoles [13] . This relation turns out to generalize to any chiral operator coupled to a gauge field via the Atiyah-Singer (AS) and AtiyahPatodi-Singer (APS) theorems [5] Let us now generalize Eq. (6) to TIs. Consider a 2D TI cylinder with two distinct edges and again write the action for the two edges after performing the chirality transformation (ψ → iσ xψ ). This leads to a chiral action of the form
where H edge denotes the low energy Hamiltonian of a single TI edge, which we keep general. Provided that A x (τ ) = −A x (−τ ), the action is invariant under time reversal symmetry (TRS)
where s y = 0 −i i 0 is the Pauli matrix acting on the electron spin and P τ flips the sign of τ . Since
Kramer's theorem holds and each action eigenvalue is doubly degenerate. This again remains true also for the non-hermitian case in the sense that each Jordan block has an even dimension (see App. (A)). The presence of Kramer's theorem for the action allows us to define a Z 2 analytical index similar to ν. To see this let us first assume H edge respects s z −symmetry and decouple the system into spin-up and spin-down components. When there is a single pair of zero modes, the two modes will have opposite s z and σ z (see definition of T ). If we now break this spin symmetry, the zero modes and every other mode must remain degenerate due to TRS. The combination of the pairwise degeneracy of all modes along with the anti-symmetry of the spectrum around zero energy (implied by the chiral symmetry) allows the degeneracy of zero modes to change only in groups of four. This provides for the following topological index
The TIs have an analog to the spectral flow of the IQHE edges in the form of "pairswitching" [14] . The "pair" refers here to the Kramer's pairs of edge states that characterize the spectrum at values of the flux that are time reversal symmetric, namely zero and one-half flux quanta. The term "switching" refers to the fact that states change their Kramer partners between zero flux and half a flux quantum. As we show below, this pairswitching behavior is related to the ν 2 −index of the action via T , with σ z = +1 exists, the following equation must be satisfied
with the boundary conditions,
To be concrete say we work with α = 1 (Euclidean action) and take an adiabatic limit so that β → ∞ (the topological protection of the zero modes will later allow us to change these parameters). Provided that β is large enough the flux insertion can viewed as the adiabatic evolution of ϕ 0 in imaginary time. While it is not obvious that one may still use the adiabatic theorem in imaginary time, this turns out to be true under some limitations [15] . The (imaginary) adiabatic theorem then implies
To relate Eq. (13) with Eq. (10) two observations are important. First, pairswitching and TRS imply that there are an odd number of time points, denoted by τ n , for which a state E m exists such that E m (τ n ) = µ and ∂ τ E m (τ n ) is positive. Second, upon choosing c n = δ nm , for each such point the adiabatic evolution yields
where ∆ is the level spacing between two consecutive states of H edge . In the adiabatic limit such states are localized near τ n and trivially satisfy the boundary conditions in Eq. (12) . Therefore an odd number of solutions to Eq. (11) exist. Looking for zero-modes with σ z = −1, one obtains a variant of Eq. (11) with the sign of H edge switched. Repeating the above analysis yields another odd set of zero modes. According to Eq. (9) this implies ν 2 = 1 In contrast, without pairswitching the edge spectrum (E m (τ )) crosses µ, with a positive slope, an even number of times. Consequently, in the adiabatic limit, the e − dτ (Em(τ )−µ) −factor in Eq. (13) guarantees an even number of zero modes for either D or D † yielding ν 2 = 0 according to Eq. (9) .
Having established the stability of zero-modes and their relation to pairswitching, we wish to point at their physical consequence. To this end consider a TI in its ground state on an annulus, in which the flux threading the hole is adiabatically varied from −Φ 0 /2 to Φ 0 /2 (Φ 0 = h/e). We will now show that as long as the rate at which the flux is turned on is much smaller than the cut-off, the TI will end up being in a state that is exactly orthogonal to the ground state. Let us denote the ground state with −Φ 0 /2 by |gs and consequently the ground state at Φ 0 /2 is G|gs , where G = exp
The state to which the system evolves after the flux is inserted is U |gs , with U being the time evolution operator. We examine the overlap gs|G + U |gs which, as shown in App. (B), can be written as the following path integral
where E gs is the many-body ground state energy, the limit of β ∆ −1 is assumed and we take α(t) = i for the period of the flux insertion (t ∈ [−∆t, ∆t]) and α = 1 for t ∈ [−β/2, ∆t], [∆t, β/2]. As shown in App. (B), the boundary conditions are again those in Eq. (12) .
The path-integral expression can be formally evaluated [16] using the action eigenvalues to yield
where λ n are the eigenvalues (or the Jordan eigenvalues) ofŜ ch . Clearly in the presence of action zero modes this overlap vanishes. In the absence of zero modes and provided that the flux insertion rate is sufficiently small, the adiabatic theorem implies that this overlap is one, up to phases. Thus the overlap serves as a sharp distinction between a topological and trivial insulator, formulated in a many body language. For the QSHE, the vanishing overlap follows from the change in spin on each of the edges, following the insertion of flux. For a generic TI, this behavior is much less obvious. Nonetheless in an extreme adiabatic limit, in which the flux insertion rate is smaller than ∆, it may be understood by elementary means. Consider the spectrum of a TI edge and how it evolves with flux as it increases from −Φ 0 /2 to Φ 0 /2. At Φ 0 /2, all the states below the chemical potential are occupied. Following the pairswitching motion with flux, one finds that the ground state is degenerate at zero flux. This crossing of many-body states is not avoided due to TRS. Therefore, increasing the flux to Φ 0 /2 yields an excited state, orthogonal to the original ground state.
Last let us examine the effect zero modes have on the chiral symmetry which, at least naively, implies the conservation of charge-difference between the edges. Consider the inter-edge two-point correlation function, G hop = dxdtψσ 0 s 0 ψ , where the average is taken with the chiral action. Since G hop switches sign following a π−chiral rotation, it should seemingly vanish. However, a direct calculation yields a different result. To show this, we include a source termŜ ch (m) =Ŝ ch − mψσ 0 s 0 ψ, which physically amounts to coupling the charges on both edges, and find that
Interestingly, in the presence of zero modes, this twopoint function diverges as the edges become more and more decoupled, rather than vanishes. For this reason we say that the chiral symmetry has an anomaly. Furthermore the appearance of 2ν 2 as the coefficient of 1/m−pole, shows that this is indeed a Z 2 anomaly (see Eq. (9)) so that coupling two anomalous systems yields a non-anomalous system. In quantum mechanical language, the anomalous correlation function can be expressed as a diverging weak value [17] . To this end we note that following standard relations between coherent state path integrals and operators formalism one finds
where
is the unitary evolution between t = a and t = b. Thus G hop appears as the time-averaged weak measurement of the inter-edge charge-tunneling operator. Physically this means that if one measures the charge-tunneling operator using a weakly coupled detector while selecting only the events in which the ground state came back to itself after the flux insertion-one will obtain a diverging value rather than a zero value. So far we have addressed the case of the 2D TI however generalization of this anomaly to weak and strong TIs readily follow. Weak TIs can be understood as layers of 2D TIs and consequently, following its Z 2 −nature, the anomaly will either be absent or present depending on the number of layers. For strong TIs, pairswitching on the surface depends on two fluxes. Namely one flux induces pairswitching conditioned on the value of the other flux [18] . Consequently the anomaly, which follows directly from the pairswitching behavior, will be present or absent depending on whether this other flux is 0 or Φ 0 /2.
The Z 2 charge anomaly identified in this work, may facilitate our understanding of topological insulator in the presence of disorder and interactions. The anomaly, which persists also in the disordered case, guarantees a non-localized phase on the boundary of TIs. This is because anomalous theories cannot be massive or have only short range correlations at low energy [19] . The anomaly should also be present in the Non-linear-sigmamodel (NLSM) descriptions of the disordered surfaces [10, 20, 21] and may, through the anomaly matching concept, allow further investigation of these theories. Considering interactions, it remains unclear whether topological insulators remain well defined. It is therefore interesting to see whether Eq. (17) , which sharply distinguish a topological surface from a trivial one, receives any perturbative interaction corrections.
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A general chiral action is given by
where D + and D − are not necessarily hermitian conjugates. The action, when viewed as a matrix, might be non-diagonalizable so that no spanning basis of eigenvectors exists, not even a non-orthogonal one. Nonetheless a weaker statement holds which is that any matrix can be brought to a Jordan form (S) following a similarity transformation (S = P SP −1 ). In its Jordan form [22] , the action becomes block diagonal so that each block (J n ) has a single Jordan eigenvalue (λ n ) on its diagonal and either 1 or 0 on the upper off-diagonal. All other entries of S are zero. Alternatively stated, a set of Jordan vectors exists (v n,i ) upon which the matrix (S −Iλ n ) is nilpotent so that (A − Iλ n ) Nn v n,i = 0, where N n ≤ Dim[J n ]. We extend the definition of ν to the non-hermitian as followed ) can also be used to build a zero mode of S with σ z = 1 (σ z = −1) and thus the second definition of ν relates better to the zero modes of S. For the non-hermitian case, the following weaker relation holds between ν and zero modes of S
To prove this last statement note that
and therefore Dim J 0 (S 2 ) ≥ |ν| and using Jordan form we have that Dim J 0 (S 2 ) = Dim [J 0 (S)]. Next we show that ν, as defined above, is a stable number. Let Next we wish to show that the following variant of Kramer's theorem holds also in the non-hermitian case.
Consider an action which obeys a Fermionic TRS symmetry
where O in the usual case is is y . Then for such a matrix, S, each Jordan block has an even dimension. To prove this let us show how this symmetry acts on the Jordan form. Note that
and by acting with [P −1 ] T and P T on the two sides of this last equality one finds
DenotingÕ = P OP T one has that
Next we show thatÕ is block diagonal on the basis, e n,i , on whichS andS T are block diagonal. For each λ n block of size N ofŜ, one can use Eq. (A10) to show that 
showing thatÕ is indeed block diagonal on this basis. Last using the fact thatÕ is invertible and antisymmetric we find that
whereÕ n is the n block ofÕ. Therefore each block of the Jordan matrix must have an even number of states and a variant Kramer's theorem holds even in the nonhermitian case. The robustness of the ν 2 -index, for the non-hermitian case, follows readily from the definition 
Indeed using the chiral and TRS symmetry of the action one can show that this quantity can only change by multiples of 4.
In the main text we derived the zero modes associated with the Euclidean chiral action (α(t) = 1), however these also persist with the extra α(t)-factor. Indeed one can start from α 0 (t) = 1 gradually deform it, while respecting TRS as defined in Eq. (8) , to α(t). Such a continuous deformation cannot remove the topologically protected zero modes even though the operators associated with S becomes non-Hermitian (see App. A).
